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Headlines | Football is Changing Like Never Before
Covid-19
• Many fans who would usually watch live matches “out-of-home” are likely to switch to watching “in-home” next season as a result 

of COVID-19:
• 46% will buy matchday tickets less often
• 37% will watch in pubs less often
• 37% will watch at home on tv more often

• There are major concerns about the potential impact of COVID-19 on professional clubs:
• 63% believe the gap between the top clubs and others will widen
• 58% are worried that many clubs will go bust and disappear completely

• However, there are some positives. 55% believe clubs will see the pandemic as a “wake-up call” to live more within their means. 
52% believe more young “home nations” players will break through as a result of this shift and 42% expect football to emerge 
leaner and stronger than ever.

• 82% expect football to make a full recovery from the impact of COVID-19 in the next two years.
• Fans are also in favour of players being allowed to support more causes whilst playing: 65% support the idea of poppies on shirts, 

whilst 42% welcome Black Lives Matter slogans / symbols on shirts.
Sponsorship
• Fans recognise the way that sponsors affect perceptions of football clubs: 45% agree that sponsors represent a club and all it 

stands for.
• Fans are also highly aligned with a new House of Lords recommendation to phase out gambling sponsors: 57% want to ban 

gambling firms as sponsors (higher than alcohol) and just 25% believe gambling sponsors are a good fit for the game.
• Similarly, fans are concerned about the impact of energy drinks firms sponsoring clubs: 55% believe this encourages kids to be 

unhealthy, whilst 19% would like to ban them as sponsors altogether.
• However, there are clear alternative sponsors welcomed by fans including sportswear brands (47%), charities (34%) and 

electronics brands (26%).



Harris Interactive and Toluna used Toluna Quicksurveys to explore how UK football fans are 
responding to existing and predicted changes in the game. This included changes in response 
to COVID-19 and proposed changes to sponsorship rules. 

Methodology & Respondent Profile

To understand fans’ thoughts on these areas, we conducted online interviews with 1,626 football 
fans from 10th – 15th July 2020. This was targeted only towards people who considered 
themselves as liking football (61% of the UK population).

Data was collected with quotas on age, gender and region to reflect national census data for 
UK citizens aged 18+. Data was weighted to the following:

- Gender | Male (50%), Female (50%)
- Age | 18-34 (31%), 35-54 (36%), 55+ (33%)
- Region | England (86%), Scotland (7%), Wales (4%), NI (3%)

Toluna Quicksurveys are especially useful for occasions when you need answers from the 
general population fast! For further info please contact the authors of this report.



Normal Times
How do we support / watch football in 
normal times?



45% of the population support a Premier League club, whilst 9% consider 
themselves football fans without supporting a specific team.
Types of Football Supporting / Following

45%

10%
4%

1%

9%

31%

English Premier League

English - Lower Division

Scottish Premiership

Scottish - Lower Division

Like football but not following /
supporting a specific team
Don't like football

SQ1 | Thinking about men’s football, which of these options best describes 
you?(If you follow/support more than one men’s football team, please answer for 
your favourite football team.) 

Base | TOTAL inc. Screen-outs (2,584) (Weighted)



The most supported Premier League clubs in our sample are Man United and 
Liverpool. Rangers are the most supported Scottish Premiership team.
Supporting English Premier League and Scottish Premiership [≥ 5%]

MQ1/2 | Which English Premier League / Scottish Premiership football team do 
you follow/support? (If you follow/support more than one team, please choose 
the team you follow/support most closely).

Base | Supporting English Premier League Teams (1,024), 
Supporting Scottish Premiership Teams (101) (Weighted)

English Premier League Scottish Premiership

5%

6%

11%

15%

19%

19%

Manchester City

Tottenham Hotspur

Chelsea

Arsenal

Liverpool

Manchester United

5%

7%

7%

9%

9%

22%

29%

Hibernian

Livingston

Kilmarnock

Aberdeen

Dundee United

Celtic

Rangers



81% follow the Premier League live on TV in normal times, whilst a quarter 
watch an overseas league on TV; La Liga is the most watched of these.
Men’s Football Leagues Followed On TV in Normal Times

MQ4 | In more ‘normal’ times, which of these men’s football leagues do you 
follow live on TV or a portable device? Please code all that apply. 

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

81%

14% 13% 11% 10% 7% 6% 5% 4% 3% 3% 2% 2% 1%

12%

25% follow non-UK 
leagues live on TV

- 40% of 18-34s
- 31% of men

- 45% of “heavy football fans”



Over a third (36%) follow an overseas club, with Barcelona, Real Madrid and 
Bayern Munich leading the pack.
Following / Supporting an Overseas Club

MQ5 | Apart from any favourite team you may have in England, Scotland or 
Wales, which football clubs from ‘overseas’ leagues, if any, do you 
follow/support? [OPEN-END] [Responses by multiple respondents shown]

Volume Supporting an Overseas Club Overseas Clubs Supported

36%

64%

Supporting Overseas Club
Not Supporting Overseas Club

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

- 50% amongst 18-34s
- 44% amongst men

- 58% amongst “heavy 
football fans”



The New Normal
How will we watch football in future?



In a normal week, around half of football fans would watch a match on TV on 
home, with a fifth watching on TV in a pub.
Normal Ways of Watching Men’s Football

MQ3 | In more ‘normal’ times, how often do you watch a live men’s football 
match in the  following ways?

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

65%

41%

57%

53%

50%

28%

6%

14%

32%

12%

13%

13%

23%

18%

7%

11%

9%

9%

12%

16%

13%

8%

7%

8%

9%

8%

13%

14%

7%

9%

14%

17%

17%

20%

49%

Season ticket

Matchday ticket

Tablet

Smartphone

Laptop

TV in pub

TV at home

Never < Once a month About once a month About once a fortnight At least once a week



Over half of fans aged 25-54 watch football on TV at home on a weekly basis, 
whilst over a quarter of those aged 25-34 watch in pubs.
Normal Ways of Watching Men’s Football | By Sub-Groups

MQ3 | In more ‘normal’ times, how often do you watch a live men’s football 
match in the  following ways?

Base | TOTAL Men (807), Women (816), Parents (528), Non-Parents (1,096), 
18-24 (174), 25-34 (296), 25-54 (835)

Men are more 
likely to watch 
football in all 
these ways

Parents are more 
likely than non-

parents to watch 
on each device
(smartphone / 
tablet / laptop)

A third (32%) of 
18-24 year olds 

watch on laptops

28% of 25-34 
year olds watch in 

pubs

Over half of 25-54 
year olds watch 

on TV

In a 
standard 
week…



Fans intend to stay away from grounds and pubs as a result of COVID-19, 
instead choosing to watch more football from home on TV.
Future Ways of Watching Men’s Football

MQ6 | Thinking about the next football season (2020/21), based on what you 
know now, how often will you watch a live men’s football match in the following 
ways compared with  how you have watched in the past?

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

34%

32%

19%

18%

17%

21%

4%

10%

13%

6%

6%

7%

16%

6%

48%

45%

58%

57%

59%

48%

53%

5%

7%

11%

11%

12%

10%

19%

3%

3%

6%

7%

6%

5%

18%

Season ticket

Matchday ticket

Tablet

Smartphone

Laptop

TV in pub

TV at home

Much less often Somewhat less often About the same
Somewhat more often Much more often

10%

37%

24%

24%

25%

46%

45% 8%

10%

17%

18%

18%

15%

37%

The Government currently 
intends to start allowing fans 

in from October.

https://talksport.com/football/733720/coronavirus-fans-stadiums-october/


Even the most hardcore football fans are likely to follow this trend: over 40% 
predict they will purchase fewer matchday / season tickets next season.
Future Ways of Watching Men’s Football | Amongst Heavy Football Fans

MQ6 | Thinking about the next football season (2020/21), based on what you 
know now, how often will you watch a live men’s football match in the following 
ways compared with  how you have watched in the past?

Base | TOTAL Heavy Football Fans (394) (Weighted)

22%

23%

4%

5%

5%

15%

2%

20%

18%

9%

9%

9%

17%

7%

33%

32%

41%

36%

42%

31%

33%

16%

16%

28%

29%

27%

21%

25%

9%

11%

18%

21%

18%

16%

33%

Season ticket

Matchday ticket

Tablet

Smartphone

Laptop

TV in pub

TV at home

Much less often Somewhat less often About the same
Somewhat more often Much more often

9%

32%

14%

14%

13%

41%

43% 24%

27%

46%

50%

44%

37%

58%



69%

52%
50%

29%

25%

25%

Restaurants
Pubs/bars/clubs
Cinemas/movie theatres
Live music events
Live theatre
Live sports events (e.g. rugby, football, tennis, cricket)

25% of UK people were attending live sports events regularly prior to COVID-
19, but most now don’t expect to return to live events at all until 2021…
Attendance of Live Culture / Comfort in Returning to Live Events

25%

22%

18%

14%

21%

Q3 2020 or sooner Q4 2020
Q1 2021 Q2 2021
Beyond Q2 2021

MCQ7b_1 | Which month is the soonest you would feel comfortable booking 
tickets for an event (concert, theatre etc) or a foreign holiday, given the 
coronavirus outbreak?

Base | Left-hand TOTAL (1,099) (Weighted), Right-hand TOTAL (1,078) (Weighted)
Data taken from Harris Interactive’s COVID-19 Barometer Wave 8 and Wave 7 (Published 
8th July 2020)

Attendance of Live Culture Comfort Returning to Live Events

2020 NET 
= 47%

2021+ 
NET = 
53%



Twice as many people think they’ll attend live sport less often post-pandemic 
than more often, but strong safety measures may help reassure them.
Likelihood to Attend Post-Pandemic / Measures Likely to Increase Attendance

T19 | Overall, once restrictions are lifted, do you think you'll be doing each of the activities more 
or less than you used to before the pandemic?
T18 | When entertainment venues open again, would any of the following measures make a 
difference to whether you would visit? [More Likely shown]

Base | TOTAL (1,099) (Weighted). Data taken from Harris 
Interactive’s COVID-19 Barometer Wave 8.

Likelihood to Attend Sports Post-Pandemic Measures Likely to Increase Attendance

11%

67%

22%

More Often The same amount / N/A Less Often 38%

44%

45%

47%

51%

53%

Friends / family only areas

Outdoor areas only

Perspex between people
(where possible)

Temperature checks on entry

Hand sanitiser / masks
provided

Limited audiences / social
distancing



Most feel their own club has set a good example during lockdown, however 
fans are less convinced that administrators have done the same.
Setting an Example

MQ8 | Please select one of these options to describe whether you think the 
following have set a  good example or a bad example during the Covid-19 
lockdown?

Base | TOTAL (1,624), *Total Supporting a Club (1,370) (Weighted)

5%

6%

4%

2%

15%

14%

12%

7%

49%

32%

36%

32%

24%

36%

37%

37%

7%

12%

11%

22%

Football administrators

Football players in general

Football clubs in general

Football club you follow/support*

Very bad example Fairly bad example
Neither a good nor a bad example Fairly good example
Very good example

9%

16%

20%

20% 31%

48%

48%

59%

The House of Commons recently paid 
tribute to the role the football community 

has had during the pandemic.

https://edm.parliament.uk/early-day-motion/57241/support-of-football-fans-for-communities-during-the-covid19-outbreak


Fans are worried about the impact of COVID-19 on clubs’ finances, however 
over half feel this may be a “wake-up call” to more responsible spending…
Impact of Covid-19 on Professional Football Clubs [Top 6 Statements]

MQ7 | How much do you agree or disagree with these statements about the 
potential impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on professional football clubs in this 
country moving forward? [Top 6 Agreement (Top-2 Box NET)]

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

5%

5%

3%

4%

2%

2%

11%

13%

11%

11%

8%

8%

29%

26%

29%

28%

29%

27%

38%

38%

39%

44%

45%

39%

17%

19%

18%

14%

17%

24%

Clubs will see this as a ‘wake-up call’ and start to live more 
within their means

Fewer fans will be willing to attend live matches for the next few
years

The price of a match ticket (or season ticket) will increase more
than normal

Many clubs are likely to go bust and disappear entirely

Many clubs are likely to go into administration and suffer a
points deduction

The gap between the top clubs and other football clubs will
widen

Disagree strongly Disagree slightly Neither agree nor disagree Agree slightly Agree strongly

10% 63%

10% 61%

15% 58%

14% 56%

18% 56%

16% 55%



Over half expect more “home nations” players to break through as salaries 
fall, with 42% predicting that football will emerge leaner and stronger.
Impact of Covid-19 on Professional Football Clubs [Bottom 7 Statements]

MQ7 | How much do you agree or disagree with these statements about the 
potential impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on professional football clubs in this 
country moving forward? [Bottom 7 Agreement (Top-2 Box NET)]

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted), Non-Big 6 Premier League Fans (256)

14%

3%

4%

4%

5%

3%

2%

23%

14%

14%

11%

16%

11%

8%

32%

40%

36%

34%

28%

35%

38%

23%

31%

34%

35%

38%

36%

41%

8%

12%

11%

15%

13%

16%

12%

Grassroots football may die altogether

Football will eventually emerge leaner and stronger than ever
before

Clubs will need to significantly reduce the size of their playing
squad

Transfer fees are likely to be much lower, even for the top
international players

Players’ salaries are likely to be reduced by a significant margin

The price of replica kit and other ‘club shop’ items will increase 
more than normal

More young ‘home nations’ players will break through because 
clubs will have lower transfer budgets

Disagree strongly Disagree slightly Neither agree nor disagree Agree slightly Agree strongly

14% 51%

21% 51%

15% 51%

18% 46%

18% 42%

37% 31%

10% 52%

39% agreement amongst non-
Big 6 Premier League fans



63% of hardcore, heavy football fans feel that the COVID-19 pandemic 
presents a “wake-up call”…
Impact of Covid-19 on Professional Football Clubs [Top 6 Statements] | By Fandom Level

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted), Light Football Fans (508), Medium Football 
Fans (724), Heavy Football Fans (394)

63% 61%
58% 56% 56% 55%

59% 59% 56% 56% 56%

48%

65% 64%
58% 55% 54% 55%

65%
60% 61% 59% 61% 63%

The gap between
the top clubs and

other football clubs
will widen

Many clubs are
likely to go into

administration and
suffer a points

deduction

Many clubs are
likely to go bust and
disappear entirely

The price of a
match ticket (or

season ticket) will
increase more than

normal

Fewer fans will be
willing to attend live

matches for the
next few years

Clubs will see this 
as a ‘wake-up call’ 

and start to live 
more within their 

means

TOTAL Light football fans Medium football fans Heavy football fans

MQ7 | How much do you agree or disagree with these statements about the 
potential impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on professional football clubs in this 
country moving forward? [Top 6 Agreement (Top-2 Box NET)]



…And over half of heavy football fans expect football to emerge leaner and 
stronger, however they are concerned about lower level grassroots football.
Impact of Covid-19 on Professional Football Clubs [Bottom 7 Statements] | By Fandom Level

52% 51% 51% 51%
46%

42%

31%

45%
49% 47% 44%

40%
32%

23%

55%
49% 48% 51%

46%
42%

28%

57% 59% 61% 59%
51%

57%

46%

More young 
‘home nations’ 

players will break 
through because 
clubs will have 
lower transfer 

budgets

The price of 
replica kit and 

other ‘club shop’ 
items will 

increase more 
than normal

Players’ salaries 
are likely to be 
reduced by a 

significant 
margin

Transfer fees are
likely to be much
lower, even for

the top
international

players

Clubs will need
to significantly
reduce the size
of their playing

squad

Football will
eventually

emerge leaner
and stronger

than ever before

Grassroots
football may die

altogether

TOTAL Light football fans Medium football fans Heavy football fans

MQ7 | How much do you agree or disagree with these statements about the 
potential impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on professional football clubs in this 
country moving forward? [Bottom 7 Agreement (Top-2 Box NET)]

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted), Light Football Fans (508), Medium Football 
Fans (724), Heavy Football Fans (394)



The process of emerging leaner and stronger will take time, but fans are 
hopeful that the game can fully recover within the next two years (82%).
Predicted Recovery from Covid-19

MQ9 | How long do you think it will take professional football in this country to 
fully recover from  the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic?

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

8%

33%

41%

11%

2%
1% 0%

3%

Less than 6
months

6-12 months 1-2 years 3-4 years 5-6 years 7-10 years More than 10
years

It will never
fully recover

2 Years 82% expect football to recover 
within 2 years



Full recovery will require change, but fans are already starting to embrace 
this: over a third support increased subs and water breaks next season.
Potential Changes to the Upcoming Season Due to Covid-19

MQ19 | How would you feel about the following changes continuing or being 
adopted in the next football season (2020/21)?

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

17%

10%

8%

16%

13%

11%

43%

39%

39%

16%

24%

28%

8%

14%

14%

Advertising being broadcast during mandatory water breaks

Including mandatory one-minute water breaks at the mid-point
of each half of matches

Increasing the number of substitutions allowed per team in a
match from 3 to 5

Strongly against Somewhat against Don’t mind either way
Somewhat in favour Strongly in favour

19% 42%

23% 38%

33% 24%



Looking by sub-group, there are even higher levels of support for these 
changes amongst heavy football fans than more casual fans.
Potential Changes to the Upcoming Season Due to Covid-19 | Agreement by Sub-Group

Agreement By Age / Gender Agreement By Fandom Level

MQ19 | How would you feel about the following changes continuing or being 
adopted in the next football season (2020/21)? (Agreement – Top-2 Box)

Men are more in favour 
of increased subs than 
women (44% vs. 40), 

whilst women are more 
in favour of water 

breaks (40% vs. 36%)

Parents are more 
likely than non-

parents to support all 
measures mentioned

Those aged 45+ are 
more likely to 
support all the 

measures mentioned 
compared to under 

45s

43%

49%

55%

20%

33%

41%

15%

37%

33%

24%

38%

42%

Advertising being
broadcast during these
mandatory water breaks

Including mandatory one-
minute water breaks at

the mid-point of each half
of matches

Increasing the number of
substitutions allowed per
team in a match from 3 to

5

TOTAL
Light
Medium
Heavy

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted), Men (807), Women (816), Parents (528), 
Non-Parents (1,096), 18-44 (732), 45+ (1,066), Light Football Fans (508), 
Medium Football Fans (724), Heavy Football Fans (394)



18%

17%

13%

13%

5%

4%

4%

13%

12%

10%

10%

6%

5%

5%

31%

30%

34%

35%

32%

25%

25%

16%

16%

18%

20%

26%

22%

24%

22%

26%

24%

23%

31%

42%

43%

“Taking a knee” before / after a match

Wearing a Black Lives Matter slogan/symbol

Wearing an LGBT rainbow on shirt / armband

Wearing LGBT rainbow bootlaces

Wearing a charity wristband

Wearing a poppy

Wearing the NHS logo

Strongly against Somewhat against Don’t mind either way
Somewhat in favour Strongly in favour

There’s also likely to be more pressure to allow poppies: there’s more 
support for this than permitted clothing like rainbow laces and BLM slogans.
Causes that Fans Would Like to See Players Supporting

MQ18 | Are you in favour of or against professional football players being able to do the 
following things?

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

8% 67%

10% 65%

11% 58%

23% 42%

23% 42%

29% 42%

31% 38%



Over half of heavy football fans want to see players supporting these causes. 
Lighter fans also want to see these causes supported to a lesser degree.
Causes that Fans Would Like to See Players Supporting | Agreement by Sub-Group

Agreement By Age / Gender Agreement By Fandom Level

Women are more in 
favour of LGBT-related 

actions than men

Parents have higher 
agreement levels 
with most causes 
compared to non-
parents, except 
poppies and the 

NHS

Over 50% of 18-34s 
want players to be 
allowed to support 
LGBT causes and 

BLM on shirts

52%

51%

53%

53%

62%

64%

68%

35%

40%

39%

40%

59%

66%

70%

32%

37%

38%

39%

53%

64%

62%

38%

42%

42%

42%

58%

65%

67%

“Taking a knee” before / 
after a match

Wearing a Black Lives
Matter slogan/symbol

Wearing an LGBT
rainbow on shirt / arm

Wearing LGBT rainbow
bootlaces

Wearing a charity
wristband

Wearing a poppy

Wearing the NHS logo

TOTAL
Light
Medium
Heavy

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted), Men (807), Women (816), Parents (528), 
Non-Parents (1,096), 18-44 (732), 45+ (1,066), Light Football Fans (508), 
Medium Football Fans (724), Heavy Football Fans (394)

MQ18 | Are you in favour of or against professional football players being able to do the 
following things? (Agreement – Top-2 Box)



For Sale
Sponsorship
What do supporters know / think of sponsors?



6 in 10 supporters believe they can recall their club’s sponsor, with Chevrolet 
(Manchester United) and Emirates (Arsenal) being most recalled…
Unprompted Recall of Sponsors

MQ10 | Which company or brand is the main kit sponsor of the football team you 
follow/support? If you follow/support more than one team, please answer based on the team 
you follow/support most closely. [OPEN-END] [Responses by multiple respondents shown]

Volume Believing They Can Recall  a Sponsor 
[Unprompted]

Most Recalled Sponsors [Unprompted]

60%

40%

Believing they can recall a sponsor
Not believing they can recall a sponsor

Base | TOTAL supporting/following a football club (1,370) (Weighted)



…However just 29% of Premier League fans were able to correctly recall the 
main shirt sponsor of their favourite club.
Correctly Identifying Shirt Sponsor of Favourite Club [Coded from Open Ends]

Base | TOTAL Supporting a Premier League Club (1,09) 
(Weighted), Total Supporting Individual Clubs (See Above)
* Caution – Low Base <100
** Caution – Extremely low base <50

35%

10%

43%

23% 20%
16%

22%

44%

36%

25%

36% 33%

23%

50%

40%

0%

32%

10%

38%

21%

MQ10 | Which company or brand is the main kit sponsor of the football team you 
follow/support? If you follow/support more than one team, please answer based on the team 
you follow/support most closely. [OPEN-END] [Coded by correct responses] (Where a club has 
recently switched sponsors or is now switching, both answers are coded as correct)

29% of Premier League fans 
accurately recalled their team’s main 

shirt sponsor (inc. 28% of those 
sponsored by gambling firms)



Although 45% feel ambivalent about their kit sponsor, a similar proportion 
feel kit sponsors are important as they represent the club and its values.
Feelings About Team Sponsors

MQ11 | How do you feel about the main kit sponsor of the football team you 
follow/support? If you follow/support more than one team, please answer based 
on the team you follow/support most closely.

Base | TOTAL supporting a football club and recalling their team sponsor (826) 
(Weighted)

12%

14%

8%

9%

7%

4%

15%

23%

16%

21%

13%

10%

37%

26%

32%

25%

33%

37%

24%

25%

30%

28%

36%

32%

11%

13%

15%

16%

12%

17%

I would always favour them over their competitors if I wanted to
buy/use a product/service they make/offer

I know next to nothing about them

The kit sponsor is really important because it represents the
club and everything it stands for

I really couldn’t care less who sponsors the team kit

The kit sponsor is really important because it determines
whether the club can afford new players or not

My team’s current kit sponsor is a great fit with the club

Disagree strongly Disagree slightly Neither agree nor disagree Agree slightly Agree strongly

14% 48%

19% 48%

30% 45%

24% 45%

37% 38%

27% 36%

Heavy football 
fans = 56% 

agree

Heavy football 
fans = 63% 

agree



Sportswear brands are considered the most favourable type of sponsor, 
followed by charities…
Most Favourable Sponsors [Top 3 Ranking]

MQ12 | Now thinking specifically about the football team that you follow/support 
most, please rank these industries in terms of how favourable you would be to 
seeing a brand/company operating in this industry as the main kit sponsor of the 
football team that you follow/support. [NET Top 3 Ranking]

Base | TOTAL supporting a football club (1,370) (Weighted)

47%

34%

26% 23% 22% 20% 19% 17% 16% 16% 14% 12% 10% 9% 7%



…By contrast gambling firms are considered the least appealing type of 
sponsor – even more so than alcohol companies.
Least Favourable Sponsors [Bottom 3 Ranking]

Base | TOTAL supporting a football club (1,370) (Weighted)

57%
50%

16%
12% 12% 12% 11% 11% 10% 10% 8% 8% 8% 7% 6%

MQ12 | Now thinking specifically about the football team that you follow/support 
most, please rank these industries in terms of how favourable you would be to 
seeing a brand/company  operating in this industry as the main kit sponsor of the 
football team that you follow/support. [NET Bottom 3 Ranking]

Gambling ranks in the bottom 3 for 57% inc.
- 64% of non-parents

- 59% of women
- Over half of those aged 45+
- 68% of lighter football fans



The House of Lords recently recommended that gambling sponsorship 
should be banned. Over half want to see a ban like this implemented.
Sponsors Most Desired to Ban

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

57%

49%

25%
19%

12% 11% 9% 7% 7% 6% 6% 5% 5% 5% 5%

MQ13 | Now, we’d like you to imagine you are in charge of football in your 
country. You are carrying out a review of kit sponsorship rules and you have the 
power to ban brands/companies from any industry that you do not consider to be 
appropriate for football. Which, if any, of these industries would you ban? 

57% want to see gambling companies 
banned as sponsors inc.

- 64% of non-parents
- 62% of women

- Over half of those aged 45+
- 65% of lighter football fans



Neary two thirds feel that clubs are now over-reliant on gambling sponsors 
and that this encouraged problem gambling amongst vulnerable adults.
Feelings About Gambling Companies as Sponsors [Top 5]

MQ15 | This season, the majority of football teams in the top tiers of English and Scottish 
football are  sponsored by gambling firms. How much do you agree or disagree with the 
following statements about gambling firms and football sponsorship? [Top 5]

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

15%

8%

6%

5%

4%

12%

10%

9%

9%

7%

36%

25%

23%

22%

26%

26%

32%

35%

32%

32%

11%

24%

27%

31%

32%

Gambling firms are a great supporter of football in this country

Gambling firm sponsorship normalizes gambling

Gambling firm sponsorship is likely to encourage more children
to gamble

Gambling firm sponsorship is likely to encourage more problem
gambling among vulnerable adults

Football clubs have become too reliant on gambling firms and I
would like them to find sponsors and partners in other

industries to replace them

Disagree strongly Disagree slightly Neither agree nor disagree Agree slightly Agree strongly

11% 64%

15% 63%

15% 62%

18% 57%

27% 37%

Women = 
66% agree

Men = 39% 
agree



Around a third consider gambling sponsorship a “necessary evil”, but just a 
quarter consider them a good fit.
Feelings About Gambling Companies as Sponsors [Bottom 4]

MQ15 | This season, the majority of football teams in the top tiers of English and Scottish 
football are  sponsored by gambling firms. How much do you agree or disagree with the 
following statements about gambling firms and football sponsorship? [Bottom 4]

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

30%

30%

23%

18%

19%

19%

24%

16%

28%

26%

27%

31%

16%

18%

19%

26%

6%

7%

8%

9%

Gambling firms are great for the game

Gambling firms are a great fit with football clubs

Gambling firm sponsorship will make no difference to public
gambling habits

Gambling firms are a necessary evil – teams couldn’t compete 
without their money

Disagree strongly Disagree slightly Neither agree nor disagree Agree slightly Agree strongly

34% 35%

47% 27%

49% 25%

49% 23%

Men = 29% 
agree

Men = 27% 
agree



Heavy football fans are less inclined to agree that clubs are too reliant on 
gambling firms, but more likely to feel they provide great support…
Feelings About Gambling Companies as Sponsors [Top 5] | By Fandom Level

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted), Light Football Fans (508), Medium Football 
Fans (724), Heavy Football Fans (394)

64% 63% 62%
57%

37%

68% 67% 65%
59%

29%

64% 63%
60%

54%

37%

56%
60% 61% 60%

47%

Football clubs have
become too reliant on

gambling firms

...likely to encourage
more problem gambling

among vulnerable
adults

Gambling firm
sponsorship is likely to

encourage more
children to gamble

Gambling firm
sponsorship normalizes

gambling

Gambling firms are a
great supporter of

football in this country

TOTAL Light Medium Heavy

MQ15 | This season, the majority of football teams in the top tiers of English and Scottish 
football are  sponsored by gambling firms. How much do you agree or disagree with the 
following statements about gambling firms and football sponsorship? [Top 5] (Agreement –
Top-2 box)



…Heavier fans are also more likely to see gambling sponsorship as a 
necessary evil, but casual fans are highly resistant to it.
Feelings About Gambling Companies as Sponsors [Bottom 4] | By Fandom Level

35%

27% 25% 23%24%
18% 16%

12%

36%

24% 22%
19%

47%
44% 42% 43%

Gambling firms are a 
necessary evil – teams 

couldn’t compete without their 
money

Gambling firm sponsorship
will make no difference to

public gambling habits

Gambling firms are a great fit
with football clubs

Gambling firms are great for
the game

TOTAL Light Medium Heavy

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted), Light Football Fans (508), Medium Football 
Fans (724), Heavy Football Fans (394)

MQ15 | This season, the majority of football teams in the top tiers of English and Scottish 
football are  sponsored by gambling firms. How much do you agree or disagree with the 
following statements about gambling firms and football sponsorship? [Bottom 4] 
(Agreement – Top-2 box)



Fans also worry about energy drink sponsors: 55% believe this encourages 
kids to be unhealthy and a third feel it undermines youth outreach work.
Feelings About Energy Drinks Companies as Sponsors

MQ16 | How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about Energy 
drink brands and football sponsorship?

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

16%

13%

10%

4%

10%

5%

22%

22%

18%

13%

16%

14%

36%

37%

37%

46%

30%

27%

19%

20%

28%

27%

29%

35%

6%

8%

7%

11%

14%

20%

It’s a good thing to have children exposed to these brands that 
help people recover from sport and exercise

I think they are great for the game

I don’t like it, but it is a necessary evil – teams couldn’t compete 
without their money

There is a disconnect between football clubs being active in
local community outreach with children and them being

sponsored by Energy drinks brands

I don’t see a problem - people can make up their own minds 
what they eat and drink

It’s likely to encourage kids to be unhealthy

Disagree strongly Disagree slightly Neither agree nor disagree Agree slightly Agree strongly

38% 55%

26% 44%

17% 37%

28% 35%

35% 28%

38% 26%

Parents = 
42% agree

Women = 
59% agree

Men = 47% 
agree



Again, heavy football fans are less concerned by this type of sponsor: over 
half don’t see a problem and believe people can make up their own minds.
Feelings About Energy Drinks Companies as Sponsors | By Fandom Level

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted), Light Football Fans (508), Medium Football 
Fans (724), Heavy Football Fans (394)

55%

44%
37% 35%

28% 26%

60%

33% 35%
29%

17% 14%

50%
45%

33% 34%
27%

23%

57% 55%
48%

45% 46% 46%

It’s likely to 
encourage kids to 

be unhealthy

I don’t see a 
problem - people 
can make up their 
own minds what 

they eat and drink

There is a
disconnect with
local community

outreach with
children

I don’t like it, but it 
is a necessary evil

I think they are
great for the game

It’s a good thing to 
have children 

exposed to these 
brands

TOTAL Light Medium Heavy

MQ16 | How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about Energy 
drink brands and football sponsorship? (Agreement = Top-2 box)



Most would only consider a change to their club’s name “over their dead 
body”, but 75% might be persuaded to change their stadium name.
Changing Names

MQ14 | How would you feel about this in relation to the football team that you 
follow/support most if the right sponsor were to come along i.e. one that allowed 
the club to invest money that would help the team to compete at a higher level? 

Base | TOTAL supporting a football club (1,370) (Weighted)

51%

25%

23%

33%

19%

30%

7%

13%

Name of the football club

Name of the stadium

Over my dead body
I would not be in favour, but I could be persuaded
I can see some benefits, but I would still need to be persuaded
I am completely in favour of this

Women = 53% 
somewhat open



Roughly twice as many football fans are against “virtual advertising” during 
games than for it.
Response to “Virtual Advertising”

16%

19%

47%

14%

4%

I am strongly against this

I am slightly against this

I am neither in favour or
against this
I am slightly in favour of this

I am strongly in favour of this

MQ17 | In future, it’s likely that when you are watching a live sports event, the 
advertising you see  could be tailored to your specific personal interests – this is 
known as ‘virtual advertising’. This could be advertising on players shirts, around the 
perimeter of the playing field and on field for example. How do you feel about this?

Base | TOTAL (1,624) (Weighted)

NET in favour: 18% NET against: 35%

Parents = 25% in favour
Heavy football fans = 27% 

in favour



Laurie Eaves Senior Research Manager

leaves@harrisinteractive.co.uk +44 (0) 88 832 1637

Lee Langford Research Director

llangford@harrisinteractive.co.uk +44 (0) 7966 339 606

Any questions?



Market Environment Mobile New Generation 
Deliverables

New Product Development

Online Communities Quantitative Stakeholder Relations Brands & Communication

Employee Research PowerSuite Omnibus

Harris Interactive offer a range of research solutions including…
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